
Paper Roll Sculpture

Directions

1. 1. Create a modular unit using one 
or more  paper rolls.

2. 2. Begin constructing units... no 
less than 10 to start with

3. Arrange to create a sculpture. 
You can use bobby pins or 
clothespins to hold pieces 
together while glue is drying.

Key Vocabulary

Sculpture in the round sculpture that is surrounded on all sides, except the base, by space. Meant to 
be viewed form any angle

Space the emptiness or area between, around, above, below, or within objects 

*The sculptor must consider the positive space as well as the negative space (the area around and within the structure) when 
planning a sculpture. 

Movement principle of art used to create the look and feeling of action and to guide the viewer's eyes 
throughout the work

Rhythm principle of art that indicates movement by the repetition of elements or objects

Void areas lacking positive substances and consisting of negative space

Tension a sense of gravitational forces that affect the artwork's balance



Paper Roll Sculpture Rubric

A B C D-F
Unit Structure Unit structures are 

uniform.  The 
units are an 
interesting shape.

Unit structures are 
mostly uniform.  The 
units are an interesting 
shape.

Unit structures are 
somewhat uniform.  
The units are an 
interesting shape.

Unit structures are not 
uniform.  The units are not 
an interesting shape.

Sculpture Design The sculpture 
fully utilizes 
movement, 
rhythm, voids, and 
tension

The sculpture mostly 
utilizes movement, 
rhythm, voids, and 
tension

The sculpture 
somewhat utilizes 
movement, rhythm, 
voids, and tension

The sculpture does not 
utilize movement, rhythm, 
voids, and tension

Craftsmanship There is minimal 
glue showing. 
Paint covers all 
surfaces evenly.

There is minimal glue 
showing.  Paint mostly 
covers all surfaces 
evenly.

There is some glue 
showing.  Paint 
somewhat covers all 
surfaces evenly.

There is too much glue 
showing.  Paint does not 
cover all surfaces evenly.


